DIES Web Seminar Series | University Leadership in Challenging Times
“Digitalisation and AI: Opportunities and Risks for higher education teaching and learning”

Thursday, 16 May 2024
14:00 – 16:15 (CEST) / 12:00 – 14:15 (UCT)

CHAIR AND MODERATOR

Dr Malte Persike, Scientific Manager, Center for Teaching and Learning Services (CLS), RWTH Aachen University

13:45 CHECK-IN

14:00 WELCOME & INTRODUCTION

Berit Stoppa, Senior Desk Officer, Development Cooperation – Higher Education Management (P32), German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)

Marijke Wahlers, Deputy Secretary-General and Head of International Department, German Rectors’ Conference (HRK)

14:10 KEYNOTE/SETTING THE SCENE:

Digitalisation and AI: Shaping the future of Academia

Dr. Andrea Klein, Member of the core team of the 'Virtual competence centre for teaching and learning writing with AI - tools and techniques for education and science' (VK:KIWA)

14:50 BREAK
15:00 DIALOGUE ROUND

Digitalisation and AI in higher education teaching and learning – CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES, SUCCESS FACTORS AND GOOD PRACTICES

Impulse statements followed by discussion

Professor Dr Joseph Kwame Adjei, Associate Professor, Computer Science & Information Systems (CSIS) Department, Ashesi University, Ghana

Dr Santiago Tomás Bellomo, Dean, Austral University, Argentina

Ass Professor Dr Sharina Yunus, Deputy Director of Enterprise Office, Universiti Teknologi, Brunei

16:00 WRAP UP

Malte Persike

16:10 CLOSING

Marijke Wahlers, Deputy Secretary-General and Head of International Department, German Rectors’ Conference (HRK)

Berit Stoppa, Senior Desk Officer, Development Cooperation – Higher Education Management (P32), German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)

16:15 END OF SEMINAR